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Engineering Design Case Studies 

1. Counter weights are commonly used in different applications such as robots and cranes. In the robotic arm 

below, what is the torque that is needed by the motor to balance the 10 lb load?  (2 pts) 

 

 
 

2. Design of a Belt Power Drive System 

Design a belt drive system for the following application: 

The belt drive will be used in a textile machinery, powered by a NEMA design B induction motor of 50 hp and 

operating 12 hours per day. The motor has a full-load speed of 1750 rpm. The output sheave should have a 

speed of about 1,000 rpm. Use the charts on pages 3 and 4. 

Step 1. Find the recommended service factor for this application: 

                Motor service factor = _____________________ 

Step 2. Calculate the design Power.     

               Design Power =  ______________________________________ 

Step 3. Select the belt section from the BesTorq belt chart shown in Figure 1 for the given input speed. 

                  Recommended Belt section : __________________________ 

Step 4.  Calculate the speed ratio of the belt drive 

             Speed Ratio =  _____________________________________ 

Step 5. Calculate the diameter of the driving sheave that would result in the recommended belt speed of 4000 

ft/min: 

              Belt speed = 4000 ft/min = 0.262 x D[inch] x rpm  

              Din =  _______________________   Closest standard diameter = ___________ (find from chart) 
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Step 6. Calculate the diameter of the driven sheave:    

             Dout = ______________________________  

            Closest standard diameter =  _______________________________ 

Step 7. Use the chart to determine the rated power per belt for the diameter of the small sheave. 

            Rated Power per belt: __________________________________ 

 

Step 8. Determine the number of belts required for this application: 

              Number of belts required:______________________ 

Step 9. Calculate the range for an acceptable center distance, and choose a center distance that keeps the system 

as compact as possible.  

   Note: Recommended range of the Center Distance ( C ) = Dout < C < 3 (Din + Dout) 

            Center distance range:  _______________________________   

            Chosen center distance = __________________________  

Step 10. Calculate the belt length:   ______________________    

               𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑡 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ≈ 2𝐶 +
𝜋

2
(𝐷𝑖𝑛 + 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡) 

 

Figure 1.  Chart Source: BesTorq Belt Selection catalog: https://www.bestorq.com/crosssection.asp 

https://www.bestorq.com/crosssection.asp
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                                                                                Source: https://www.bandousa.com/html/pdfs/bu-143manual.pdf 


